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We are all so weary of the prevailing mood of bad news in South Africa and it feels,
furthermore, that the share market has been in continuous decline for the past 21
months. So, it is important to remind ourselves that for four of those months the market
was actually rising strongly, and has already begun another recovery which will very
likely become protracted.
Of late I have become inordinately reliant upon ShareFinder’s artificial intelligence capability for
the obvious reason that it has proven to be so accurate. As the statistical record I keep at the
end of my weekly “Predicts” column attests, the market projections made by the programme
have run at an average of better than 85 percent over the past 18 years of observation, and
since the programme employs machine learning in order to improve its accuracy over time, it is
now proving to be 95 percent accurate over the past running 12 months.
So, I will again start with the graph below, in which you will note that ShareFinder currently
predicts that the latest bear phase of the market is over, in respect of the JSE Overall Index,
and that the current recovery phase will last until mid-December before turning negative again
until late April, when the next recovery is predicted to begin:

Next, however, let me return to old fashioned technical analysis to mark in pennant formations,
which proved so accurate in predicting the end of the last market phase between February and
October 2018, on the left of the graph when a downward break-out signaled, the confirmation
that a new bear market had begun. The second pennant, which I have drawn in on the right of
the graph, illustrates that we are currently in an up-phase of a protracted bear market, which is
only likely to lose sway in April next year when, if ShareFinder is correct, the market will break
upwards out of the latest pennant formation.
It makes an interesting commentary to compare the two pennants, noting just how relatively
volatile the market has become within the current pennant relative to the previous one. This
sort of observation of regular steep rises and falls within a comparatively short space of time, is
usually indicative of a world economy nearing the end of a phase of economic recovery,
marked by a great tug of war between market optimists and pessimists.

It is explained by investors’ search for growth in a market, which is no longer delivering it
organically as corporate profits are pared down by slowing world economies.
Buy and hold strategies are, in other words, no longer delivering their previous levels of
growth. Fund managers whose clients have become used to seeing their wealth grow relatively
rapidly in the early to maturing phases of global economic recovery, as for example occurred in
the early years following the 2008 economic crisis, start to abandon managers who are no
longer delivering such attractive growth for their clients. Managers, thus recognizing the
pressure of departing clients, accordingly go looking for growth in ever-riskier areas which is
why Developing World countries like South Africa, become attractive at times like this
notwithstanding the fact that the high yields offered by our sovereign bonds highlight the fact
that there are only five countries in the world considered riskier places to invest in.
My table on the right lists the current market yield spread
of SA long bonds:
Foreign lenders are mindful of the risk of South Africa
defaulting on this debt, and so our cost of borrowing has
risen. To attract 30-year money we must pay 9.86%
whereas Germany pays -0.10%, Japan pays 0.35%, Britain
pays 0.96%, Canada 1.48%, and the US Government just
2.07%. Only five countries in the world have to pay a
higher premium to attract lenders; Turkey 13.34%,
Venezuela 10.43%, Zambia 31.38%, Nigeria 14.3% and
Kenya 11.6%.
So foreign investors are attracted by our yields but are
readily spooked by adverse political comment coming out
of the country, which explains the sort of market volatility
we are currently seeing.
The reality we have to face up to is that we will not see a return to the low volatility we have
become accustomed to over the years, until we find a way of overcoming our well-known
systemic risks of low economic growth, high unemployment, political uncertainty and
bankrupted State Owned Enterprises.
You have to go back to the 1990s if you want to witness similar volatility in respect of the JSE
Overall Index, when the then ruling National Party was running out of options, debt was
spiraling out of control, and inflation was decimating private wealth. So I offer you a similar
graph from that time:

I thought it might be helpful to also offer you a statistical handle on the duration of JSE bull and
bear phases to see if the past can offer us any guidance on how long the current market down
phase will last.

Accordingly, if you consider the following tables you will note that you can only find meaningful
data in the averages at the bottom of each column.
Over the past 34 years,
the shortest bear phase
of the market lasted 11
weeks and one day, and
the longest 48 weeks and
three days. Bull phases
similarly varied wildly in
length from 10 weeks and
two days in respect of the
shortest, and 177 weeks
and two days in respect
of the longest. So, if you
are looking for guidance
as to how long the current
down phase should last,
the past is clearly no help.
It is worth noting,
however, that the average
bull phase produced a
gain almost exactly three times the loss of the average bear phase, a gain average of 75.32
percent compared with a decline average of 23.51 percent. Interesting too, the average gain of
75.32 percent occurred in an average period of 75.21 weeks, and the average decline of 23.51
percent occurred in an average period of 23.11 weeks.
You might accordingly take some comfort in the fact that the JSE Overall Index tends to rise at
a rate of one percent a week, and fall at almost the exact same rate. The overall consequence
of this fact is, as my graph below illustrates, that in the long term the market has delivered
compound annual average growth of 12.4 percent a year. Had you thus, invested R100 in a
representative parcel of JSE shares back in August 1985 it would today be worth R5 913.

However, if you factor in that you would today need R1 369.47 to buy what R100 would have
bought you back in August 1985, then you could calculate that the real gain from your
investment was actually only R4 443 in current purchasing power. Of course, you could have
invested in the ShareFinder Blue Chips, which collectively have grown at 18 percent a year
since 1985. That would have taken a R100 investment to R35 911.34.

2019 US Portfolio
In September I selected five New York Stock Exchange shares using the observation that in
the long term, share price growth always tends to play catch up until it matches the dividend
growth rate, and where mismatches occur where the share price growth rate of companies is
significantly lower than the dividend growth rate over the previous five years, the implication is
that in such cases you are likely to be able to buy these shares at a discount to their future
worth.
Searching among the Blue Chips I found three likely choices to fit this picture. The following
shares offered the necessary ongoing growth potential: Mastercard which was projected to
bottom at $268 in mid October, Korn Ferry at $35 in April and Columbia Property. Among the
Rising Stars, the best selections were Physicians Reality then currently a buy at $17.36 and
DR Horton, then a buy at $49.
In order to start our US Portfolio I injected $1-million and accordingly bought Columbia
Property at $20.1, Physicians Reality at $17.36, and DR Horton at $48.94. Mastercard fell to
$260.41 on October 3 when we bought and Korn Ferry to $35.23 last week. Our virtual
portfolio thus currently looks like this:

I also have on my list of potential buys Bank of America, which I hope to buy below $27.50,
Apollo Global Management, which I hope to get below $35.50, Citigroup Inc, which I hope to
buy below $65 and the Xerox Corporation, which I have my eye on at below $29, Morgan
Stanley below $37.50, Celanese Corporation below $116.50, Fedex Corp below $126 and First
America below $57.
However, as my graph below suggests, Wall Street is climbing currently and ShareFinder
projects that the next favourable buying opportunity is unlikely before early January when the
S&P500 Index is projected to briefly touch the 3000 level:

Our 2011 South African Portfolio

Our 2011 Prospects Portfolio now stands at R3 605 885, representing a compound annual
growth rate of 15.8 percent annually since its inception in January 2011, and it continues to
rise strongly from its August 26th low of R3 317 689. It is projected to continue its upward trend
for the next year when it is projected to reach R3.9-million, representing a nearly fourfold
increase from our starting investment of R1-million in January 2011.
In September I noted our growing cash pile and elected to buy more PSG shares if they got
within a striking distance of R200. On September 25th they fell to R206.55 and so I bought an
additional 700. As a result our portfolio now looks like this:

I also expressed concern that Mr Price
had broken down through a support
line, which boded ill for the future of the
share. However, I opted, on a capital
gains tax argument to continue holding.
The shares have since showed some
upward potential, though ShareFinder
still projects a low of around R112 next
May before a recovery sets in.

In the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit,
should form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries, or as suggested,
replacements for any in your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder
Blue Chip average growth rates, which head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of each list
have been selected because of their investment grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates
and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers significantly higher dividend growth
rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality
and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a
greater degree of investment risk:
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